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 Use OTMS to solve your employee
time tracking challenges
 It is not an easy task to manage and track your employee’s
 time and attendance and at the end of the day, you cannot
 guarantee an error free job. Online Time Management
 Software (OTMS) is a robust solution for tracking employee’s
 time and attendance. It is designed to easily coexist with SAP
system without any disruption

OTMS Features Include:
 OTMS has several features to manage employee’s time and
 attendance to reduce the burden on personnel administration.
Here are some advantages

 Instant visibility on Employee’s
Time

 Real-time monitoring enables admins
 and supervisors to get an instant
 visibility on all punches employees
perform on the system

Multiple Locations
 Track employee’s time from multiple
 locations. Our solution receives
 employee’s data from multiple
 locations and sends it to a centralized
data center

 
 Compatibility with a wide range
of data collection devices

 OTMS is a cost effective interface
 that is uniquely designed to work
with any data collection method

 High Uptime and System
availability

 High system uptime, and ability to
 collect data even when the system is
offline

Easy Data Flow with SAP system
 OTMS enables the download of the
 master data from SAP to the terminal
 and the transfer of time data
 collected to SAP system. The data
 flow in both directions is completely
 automated and does not require any
interaction from the user

Payroll Integration
 OTMS can quickly pay for itself
 through elimination of various manual
 and error-prone processes and avoid
 employee’s overpayment. You can
 accurately transmit timesheet data to
 SAP Time Management module and
 then the data is directly transmitted
 to the SAP Payroll module to
 automatically calculate lateness,
overtime and a lot more

Easy Reporting
 The system helps obtain analytical
 reports and detailed information to
 help manage and organize employee
working hours
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What OTMS Can Offer?i

Easy and quick implementation

Easy access to employee’s time data
 Improve workforce productivity by
reducing manual administrative effort

 Massive scalability that can support
 companies of any size with multiple
locations

 Online plausibility checks for
 correctness of data entered on the
terminals

Decrease payroll preparation time
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